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Dear Hank: 

STATE SERVICES BUILDING 
l 525 Shem1an Strc::el • 7th Floor 
Ocnver:., Colorado 80203 
Phone,303)866-4500 

My client and I have reviewed the draft decrees in the above-reference cases as weU 
as the engineering report from W.W. Wheeler & Associates dated December 20 l O and have 
the following comments and concerns. 

Regarding Case No. 08CW242, the change case appears to be wholly impro.per. The 
application is for a change in type of use� place of use and for alternate points of di.version 
for the Converse Well Nos. l and 2. These wells have an appropriation date of l 972� and the 
applicant did not provide evidence that the wens have ever been di vetted prinrity. Only 
diversions made in priority can he used rn a historical consumptive use analysis for a change 
case. See Sa.nta Fe Trail Ranchts .Property Owners Ass "n v. Simpson, Q90 P.2d 56 
(Colo. l 999) c�out of priority diversions will not be counted for the purpose of calculating the 
consumable water that can be transferred to another use through a change decree."'') We 
believe this to be the ca::;e even if the diversions were allowed under an adrninistrati ve 
decision by Lhe Division Engjneer .. as they are �tilJ out of priority diversions. 

Regarding Case No. 08CW24 l: 

Con.djtjona_iground. water.rights 

I. The application dain1s conditional rights fr)r t)ne existing welt Converse WeH No . .2.
and 5ix new wells, with a t1ow rate of2 cts per wcU but it appears the applicant intends to 
driH no more than three of those six wens. Therefore it seems the applicant is unnecessarily 
tying up 6 cfs on claims that will not be made absolute. Perhaps the decree could reflect tha.t 
the applicant only claims 6 cfs for 3 wells. 
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applicant is claiming a ground water right for municipal use 
Well No. 2\0 but it does not as though it will a structure auf;�mEmt�:a 
augmentation plan. clarify applicant to au��mtmuu1orn 
................. ,,, ... ., depletions arising from u� of this well. 

3. The augmentation use for the ground water rights should be tied to a specific
augmentation pJan or plao.s ! for example the augmentation plan decreed herein or in other
case numbers the applicant may choose to list.

Condition_gl approuriativc rights of exchange: 

4. The should exp.licitly Bst the exchange to and exchange from points. As 
drafted, the claimed exchange reaches are not clear. 

5. It may be that the applicant is claiming an exchange to a well head gale. Because the
well is not a head gate well, i.e. will lagged depletions to the str.eam, the well cannot be
an exchange to point. The applicant may be able to exchange up to uppermost point on
the stream where depletion resulting from pumping the weU impacts the stream, but this does
not seem to be what the applicant is doing here.

6. 'n1e decree sh.ould inc.lude standard decree language similar to the foUowing:

TI1e Division Engineer shall assess transit losses against the applicant for carriage of
water through stream reaches.

Operation of the exchanges shall be limited to times when there is a continuous live
stream between. all of the exchange to and exchange from points.

applicant sha.1 I notify and obtain approval from the appropriate water. 
commis5jon.ers prior to operation of the exchange aod use of the rtatura.l stream to 
convey such water_ 

Plan f tJL.Aygmentation 

7. Because of the nature of the depictions timing of return t1ows. return
t1ows do not accme to the river in the .same time, place and amount as the depletions, th�
depletion..� are not truly ��offser as claimed in the decree. Due to the differences in time.
place and amount between the depletions and return. flows, the appfo::.ant is actually using the
return flows to augment or replace out of priority depletions. This distinct.ion does not
great.ly affect the operation of the decree, hut the tem1inol.ogy of the decree shou]d accurately
re.fleet what is occuning and clarify that the return 1.fows are an augmentation source_

8. The dcc.:ree provides that once the wd]s are constructed the Glover parameters to be
used will be determined. Before the parameters mo used to calculate the depletions they
must be apprnved in writing by the Division Eng1ne�r.
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The applicant intend.c. to use return flows as an augmentation. source for 
out of priority In order to properly evaluate this source the 
Applicant must provide the foUowing information: 

• Engineering to support the 1 7 percent subsurface return flow claim;
• a map of the referenced Zones 4 and 5 incl.udes the wen locations, areas 

and point at which the return flows will accrue to stream; 
• engineering to support the claimed timing of return flows;
• the location where the return :flows return to the stream;
• the proposed method by which the return flows will be measured;
• an analysis to show that there is a water table that would allow the return flows to

accn1e to the stream system; and
• a procedure that will be included in the decree that will allow the return flow

percentage to be re-evaluated and adjusted at every 5 years in order to account
for changes in irrigation practk:cs.

l O. It should be clear in the augmentation plan what structures are to be augmented and 
what the augmentation sources are in section IV of the The decree should contain a 
schedule of anticipated diversions, depletions and accretions, an annual volume of pumping1-

what source is being to used to replace depletions, etc. The Division 
Engineer needs to be able to verify that all out of priority depletions are being in 
time, place amount. 

11. The Division Engineer needs additional infonnation on where the depictions affect
the river. Please provide a depicting where the stream is depleted and specify a .location 
of the depletions in the proposed decree. 

12. Please verify that the depletions measured pursuant to para.graph l S .A will be based
on metered pumping.

13. Paragraph 16 can be interpreted as the appikant claiming to operate the Liberty
Village Wells when the caU on Cherry Creek is junior to Octoher J l� 2008 without
augmenting the diversions during the period when the weUs are in priority. This paragraph
should clarify that when the wells' water right is in priority only the depletions tha.l are
accruing to the st.ream �ystem. during that period� from prior pumping, are not owed. If the
depletions from pumping dur ing the period that the weUfi' W(!.ter right is in priority accrue to

stream system during a time when the wells' water right is n() .longer in }'riority those 
depletions must be replaced.. 

14. Regarding paragraph 17, it is not clear if the Converse Wells can be used for
augmentation, as stated above. l f they cannot. they wiH have to be removed a$ a source of
augmentation from this augmentation plan.
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15. lfth.e applicant intends to use rights as an augmentation source, the 
rights are a r�liab.le 5ource. That although Castle 

own it is n.ot clear own. excess, beyond what 
they are currently using! to cover the proposed depletions in 08CW24 l. It would helpful 
if Castle could pl'ovide statistics regarding their Basin rights, such as what they 
oVvn, how much is currently obligated as a source within other plans and how 
much water remains. 

16. Applicant must state io the decree where the augmentation sources, including the
Denver Basin rights, accrue to the river.

17. Section 37-92-:-305(8) provides that a plan augmentation may provide
procedur.es to allow additional augmentation sources to be used in the plan after the decree is
entered. Paragraph 21 proposes to rights as augmentation sources without reopening the
decree but fails to provide a procedure for this to happen in a way so as to prevent injury.
The following language would be acceptable to the Division of Water Resources:

Additional Pursuant to §37-92-305(8) C.R.S., 
the Court may authorize to use additional or altemative sources of augmentation water 
for replacement in this Augmentation Plan. including water leased by Applicant, if such sources 
are part of a substitute water supply plan approved pursuant to §37-92-308 C.R.S .. or if such 
sources arc decreed for such use. procedure m1der these sources may added to this 
plan is as follows: If a. wate.r right is decreed or lawfutly available for augmentation use and not 
already approved for such use under this decree, Applicant shaU at least 30 days advance 
written Notice of Use of Wa.ter Right for Augmentation, to the Court., the Division Engineer. and 
all the objectors herein which shall describe 1) the water right by name and decree, if any; 2) the 
annual and monthly amount of water available to Applicant from the water right .. 3) the location 
or locations at which the water will be delivered to the 4) evidence that the ... , ... �, ... ,. ....... 
a.mount of water is and wi I.I not he used by any other. and 5) the man.n'--r in which 
Applicant wHI account for use of the augmentation credits. No wa.ter right may he used unless 
the Division F..o.gineer approves of its use in vmting. 

Storage in Reuter-Hess .. Reservoi:c 

18. his not clear what the applicant is claiming as far as storage in Reuter .. Hess, but it
n01: appear t.o be a junior storage right as none of the necessary information for a. junior

storage right� for example rate of diversion or amount to he stored� etc.� is included in the 

decree. It may he that the applicant is claiming an alternate point (If diversion for the weHs. 
Please clarify what applicant is claiming in this section. 

The Division of Water Resources. reserves the right to make additional comments and raise 
additional questions once Issues above are addressed. 

Sincerely, 
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cc: Joanna Williams 

Michael Hein 

AO File; D0CUMENT2 

(303) 866-5033
(303)
Email: umntt<::r.n:ie1<:�(Ql�1ta.tc:.cc1.us




